
 

Name__________________       Date__________________

The tenses for regular verbs are formed from the verb’s principal parts. The principal parts include 
the present, past, and past participle.

    Present             Past                  Past Participle (with a helping verb)

     play                   played                   played

     taste                  tasted                     tasted

     hurry                 hurried                  hurried

     stop                   stopped                 stopped

A. Underline the verb in each sentence. Then write present, past, or past participle to identify the principal part used.

1. Tellers of tall tales exaggerate their stories.  ________________________  

2. Many listeners have wondered about tall tales.  ________________________  

3. American history has provided good sources for them.  ________________________  

4. Many unlikely heroes appear in these stories.  ________________________  

5. Dennis looked at some books of tall tales in the library.  ________________________  

6. The characters in tall tales stretched the truth.  ________________________

B. Write the verb and verb part given in parentheses in each sentence.

7. Legendary heroes _________________________ daring deeds in tall tales. 

                                commit (past participle)  

8. Tall tales _________________________ in the literature of many cultures. 

                   exist (present)  

9. John Henry _________________________ on a railroad. 

                       work (past)  

10. They _________________________ much laughter over the years. 

               cause (past participle)
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The tenses for regular verbs are formed from the verb’s principal parts. The principal parts include 
the present, past, and past participle.
    Present             Past                  Past Participle (with a helping verb)
     play                   played                   played
     taste                  tasted                     tasted
     hurry                 hurried                  hurried
     stop                   stopped                 stopped

A. Underline the verb in each sentence. Then write present, past, or past participle to identify the 
      principal part used.

1. Tellers of tall tales exaggerate their stories. present  

2. Many listeners have wondered about tall tales. past participle  

3. American history has provided good sources for them. past participle  

4. Many unlikely heroes appear in these stories. present

5. Dennis looked at some books of tall tales in the library. past  

6. The characters in tall tales stretched the truth. past

B. Write the verb and verb part given in parentheses in each sentence.

7. Legendary heroes        have committed          daring deeds in tall tales. 

                                commit (past participle)  

8. Tall tales         exist            in the literature of many cultures. 

                   exist (present)  

9. John Henry        worked         on a railroad. 

                       work (past)  

10. They        have caused           much laughter over the years. 

               cause (past participle)
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